
Executive Summary
Building and sustaining a culture that is diverse, equitable, and inclusive is a multi-dimensional process.

This process must evolve and react both to demographic shifts and global events. Today’s workforce is

more diverse and ever. The Greater Danbury Chamber of Commerce and Danbury Works are committed

to doing its part to ensure that its local businesses have the tools to effectively operate in this

increasingly diverse marketplace. To deliver on this commitment, Diversity Decoder has designed the

following 4-part DEI training series (each 90-minutes):

Linda Dunbar, Founder & Managing Partner   / Linda.Dunbar@DiversityDecoder.com / +1-917-969-5609

Carmen Hughes, Managing Partner               /   Carmen.Hughes@DiversityDecoder.com / +1-917-836-1128
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Empowering leaders and 
employees by decoding 
Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion

PART 1 “BURDEN” 
This workshop takes participants on a journey to explore how bias

and micro-aggressions impact our daily lives. Participants will

watch a short film, then discuss how these experiences not only

shape the lens through which we view society, but also establish

the framework in which we interact with others.

PART 4 ”Can We Talk”
Effectively having the “courageous conversation” on DEI topics is a

learned skill. During this workshop participants will learn the tools

and approach to manage these necessary but sometime awkward

interactions with others. Participants will engage in various exercises

that explore these challenging situations.

Can we 
talk?

Sure!

PART 2 “Mitigate Bias During The Interviewing Process”
Diversity is a skill set. Homogeneity can put your organization at risk. Don’t be

left behind, learn how to interview to mitigate bias and enhance the diversity of

your workforce. We all have biases -- there are over 150 biases for us to

choose from! This workshop helps future interviewers to be more aware of how

their own biases can influence actions, behaviors, and decisions during the

talent acquisition process.

PART 3 “How to Be an Inclusive Leader” 
This workshop will help leaders tangibly embed DEI into all facets

of their organization. This course highlights the need for

empathetic leadership, reflective listening, and “feedforward” (the

process of giving forward-looking rather backward-looking

performance reviews). The practice of feedforward can give

leaders useful insights and tools to create a more productive and

positive work environment.

DOS AND DON'TS

TO MITIGATE A BIASED

JOB INTERVIEW

Be Prepared:
Know the role,

the skills
needed, and

your
candidate 

Follow the
Script: Ask all

candidates
the same
questions

Pay
Attention:
Take clear

and concise
notes

Thank the candidate

Don't let your biases
influence how you interview

the candidate

Affinity Bias:
Don't be

influenced by
people who
look and act

like you

Expedience
Bias: Don't 

 rush to
judgement

without 
 meeting all
candidates

Confirmation
Bias: Beware

of information
that reinforces

your beliefs

Group
Think: Don't  

hold back
opinions to

fit in

Halo/Horns
Bias: Don't

assume one is
good or bad In
all areas  and

give false
credit or
demerits

Perception
Bias: Don't let  

 Stereotypes
and

assumptions
influence you

Be Timely:
Start on time
and preplan

your questions
to ensure

ending on time

Avoid
Distractions:

Conduct
Interview in a
quiet  place
and close all
non-critical

tabs on
computer Be

transparent:
Do let the
candidate
know the

next steps to
expect

Do focus on the skills and
capabilities needed to be

successful

Empower 
People Inspire 

People

Respect 
Views

Value 
Differences
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